Relaxation spectra of gramicidin dimerization in a lipid bilayer membrane.
The kinetics of formation and dissociation of gramicidin dimers in a lipid bilayer membrane have been studied by pressure-jump and electric field-jump methods. The traditional AC-coupled pressure-jump apparatus has been modified so that a known DC-voltage drop is maintained across a Teflon cell divided by a septum with a hole for membrane formation. From the response of the amplified output voltage after the pressure release, information about the kinetics of channel (dimer) formation is obtained. In addition, using the same apparatus, electric field-jump measurements were performed on the gramicidin/membrane system. In asolectin/7-dehydrocholesterol (5:1) membranes at 25 +/- 0.1 degrees C, the best fit to the pressure-jump data gives a dimer dissociation rate constant of 0.5 +/- 0.3 s-1. The standard volume change for dimerization determined from the amplitude of the pressure-jump experiments is -66 +/- 35 cm3/mol. Rate data determined by the electric field-jump method are consistent with the pressure-jump values; results obtained with either technique are compatible with other determinations of the kinetics of dimerization on gramicidin/membrane systems.